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There are now just two days left in this session and so far, they are scheduled to
meet Tuesday and Thursday.
There has been and will be a lot going on behind the scenes, negotiations and
hopefully compromises, during this time. What appears to be may not be. Now is
time for extreme patience and cool heads.

More on that in a minute.

Regarding the FY ’17 budget the Senate and House have not reached an agreement
and that always has the potential of delaying everything. PLUS, it gets caught up
in general legislation which can affect them.
As far as the gun legislation is concerned, there is a lot going on. As you know,
HB859 has passed the G.A. but there has been movement by the Governor
expressing concern. So other bills are being amended to address those…or not!

I predict he will not sign HB 859 until session is over, if then. By then we will
know what else passed. Because of this we encourage you to continue to
correspond with the members to let them know there is still opposition to guns on
campus, not other related issue, just that. Include the Governor in this. Both
chambers will have to vote on other bills that are amended.

Scotty has raised a concern about the religious freedom bills I have referenced in
past reports. That bill has followed the same path as the gun bills. The language
the supporters have wanted was stalled in the original bill, SB129, but has been
grafted onto another, plus some, which has passed. The Governor has to decide
what action he will take on this also.

Now, as I referenced in the opening. There is a lot of movement going on and
what is passing does not square with previous positions taken by leadership. That
tells me there are several game plans going on. My guess is that it is this. Keep in
mind I am not in the rooms with them but I can sense actions I have seen many
times in the past. I think the votes were allowed to give the members of the GOP
caucus something to take back home to use to survive politically. Then Governor
takes the final action, which they can use as blame…”I did what you elected me to
do, it was the Governor who stopped it” Just a guess and time will tell.
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